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Electric vehicles have emerged as a promising alternative to replace traditional internal
combustion powered vehicles. The use of electric vehicles not only reduces local greenhouse and
noise emissions, but capitalizes on their superior energy efficiency. However, expensive lithium-
ion batteries dictate the investment costs of electric vehicles. These costs can be compensated
for by high utilization of the vehicles, such as in public transportation.

Electric buses offer a viable option to tackle climate change, since they are utilized more than
passenger vehicles and have a greater passenger capacity. Popular research foci of electric
buses have been on kinematics, charging, heating and cooling, driving style, route, payload,
batteries, and predicting energy consumption. However, the uncertainty quantification of the
energy consumption of electric city buses has received comparably less attention.

The energy consumption of six electric buses was studied in the Helsinki metropolitan area
in Finland with simulations and measurements of their commercial operation. This experi-
mental data was used for an uncertainty quantification process. Nonlinear and linear surro-
gate models were fitted to the experimental data. Model validation showed that the generated
numerical simulation and surrogate models adequately describe the experimental data. These
models were utilized for a sensitivity analysis of energy consumption.

Ambient temperature and rolling resistance variation were identified as the important envi-
ronmental factors, which caused one fourth of the energy consumption variation. Comparable
impact was contributed by the variation in stops and driving aggressiveness, which were the
most important route dependent factors. Stops and driving aggressiveness were surrogate met-
rics that were used to portray the effects of variation in traffic and passenger flow. Other effects
had a minor impact on the energy consumption, which include tolerance of component speci-
fications and battery resistance variation. Furthermore, consumption on Helsinki city routes
was found to be 15% higher on average than on suburban Espoo routes.

Generalization of the results is limited, since the variation of the uncertain factors is related
to the geological location and bus type. For example, abundant heating is linked to the cold
region of the Nordic countries. Considerably more energy has to be sacrificed to heating in
electric buses, since there is less waste heat generated by the electric powertrain than that of
a diesel motor. The effect of ambient temperature variation could be reduced with enhanced
insulation, alternative door designs, and using a heat pump instead of diesel heater. Although
the results are limited to the case at hand, the proposed approach can also be implemented in
other engineering systems.
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Sähköajoneuvot ovat lupaava vaihtoehto perinteisten polttomoottoriajoneuvojen syrjäyttäjik-
si. Sähköajoneuvojen käyttöönotto ei ainoastaan vähennä paikallisia kasvihuone- ja melusaas-
teita, vaan ne ovat myös energiatehokkaampia kuin polttomoottoriajoneuvot. Kalliit litiumio-
niakut korottavat sähköajoneuvojen hintaa merkittävästi. Korkeita investointikuluja voidaan
kuitenkin kompensoida ajoneuvon korkealla käyttöasteella, kuten julkisessa liikenteessä.

Sähköbussit ovatkin tehokas tapa vähentää yhteiskunnan hiilijanjälkeä, sillä niiden käyttö-
aste on korkeampi ja matkustajakapasiteetti on suurempi kuin henkilöautojen. Sähköbussien
tutkimuskohteina ovat olleet kinematiikka, lataus, lämmitys ja viilennys, ajotyyli, reitti, hyö-
tykuorma, akusto sekä energiankulutuksen ennustaminen. Epävarmuuksien vaikutusta säh-
köbussin energiankulutukseen ei ole kuitenkaan vielä tutkittu. Tässä työssä kyseistä aihetta
tarkastellaan simulointien ja mittauksien avulla.

Työssä tutkittiin kuuden bussin energiankulutusta päivittäisessä käytössä, jotka operoivat
Espoossa ja Helsingissä. Koemittatietoja käytettiin energiankulutuksen vaihtelevuuden syi-
den tunnistamiseen ja määrittämiseen. Epälineaarisia ja lineaarisia malleja sovitettiin koe-
mittatietoihin. Mallien validoinnilla osoitettiin numeeristen ja sijaismallien kuvaavan koemit-
tatietoja asianmukaisesti. Näitä malleja hyödynnettiin energiankulutuksen herkkyysanalyy-
sissä.

Ulkolämpötilan ja vierintävastuksen vaihteluiden tunnistettiin olevan merkittävimmät ym-
päristölliset vaikuttajat, jotka aiheuttivat neljäsosan energiankulutuksen vaihtelusta. Saman-
suuruinen vaikutus oli pysähdysten ja aggressiivisen ajotyylin vaihteluilla, jotka olivat merkit-
tävimmät reittisidonnaiset tekijät. Pysähdyksiä ja aggressiivista ajotyyliä käytettiin kuvaa-
maan liikennettä ja matkustajien vaihtelua. Muilla tekijöillä, kuten toleranssivaihtelulla ja
akun resistanssin vaihtelulla, oli vähäinen vaikutus energiankulutukseen. Lisäksi huomattiin,
että energiankulutus oli keskimäärin 15 % suurempaa ajettaessa Helsingissä kuin Espoossa.

Tuloksien yleistäminen on rajallista, koska muuttujien vaihtelevuus riippuu maantieteel-
lisestä sijainnista sekä bussityypistä. Erimerkiksi runsas lämmitystarve on vahvasti yhtey-
dessä pohjoismaiden kylmiin kausiin. Sähköbussien lämmitykseen on myös käytettävä huo-
mattavasti enemmän energiaa, koska sähköinen voimalinja tuottaa vähemmän hukkalämpöä
kuin diesel moottori. Ulkolämpötilan vaihtelevuuden vaikutusta voidaan kuitenkin vähentää
parantamalla bussin lämpöeristystä ja käyttämällä vaihtoehtoisia oviratkaisuita sekä lämpö-
pumppua diesel-lämmittimen sijaan. Vaikka tulokset ovatkin sidottu työssä tutkittuihin olo-
suhteisiin, esitettyä epävarmuukisen kartoittamismenetelmää voidaan käyttää myös muiden
insinöörijärjestelmien analysointiin.
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1. Introduction

Transportation of goods and people is a vital part of Finnish society with the field
of transportation being divided into two sectors: private and public transport.
Private transport sector services are organized by individuals or companies.
These services are naturally unavailable to the general public. In contrast,
public transportation is accessible to all which in the Finnish context is managed
by a governmental entity. Efficient public transport can improve people flow and
reduce the amount of energy required for people mobility.

In 2010, the transportation sector accounted for 14% of global greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions [1], with the figure reaching 20% in Finland in 2017 [2].
Indeed, transportation is the second biggest contributor to GHG emissions, while
energy production causes more than 50% of Finland’s total GHG emissions [3].
At the moment, over 99% of all road vehicles in the world still have an internal
combustion engine (ICE) [4]. The ICE burns liquid fuel to produce propulsion
energy, releasing carbon dioxide, which in large amounts is one of the main
drivers of climate change. Using alternative energy sources, such as electricity,
biomass and hydrogen, reduces local emissions caused by transportation, and
coupled with renewable energy production also reduces global emissions.

Lately, electric vehicles (EVs) have received much attention, since they could
be potential contenders for ICE vehicles. In addition to their quiet operation,
EVs are more efficient than traditional ICE vehicles and produce zero local
emissions [5]. The electric motor can also act as a generator in a controlled
deceleration, which is referred to as regenerative braking. Regenerative braking
can recuperate up to 50% of the energy consumed, depending on the number of
stops and braking conditions (Publication II). Furthermore, an electric power-
train has less moving parts due to the electric motor being simpler than an ICE
with only requiring a single-speed gearbox resulting in less mechanical wear
and maintenance. However, the energy density of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs)
used in EVs is 25 to 100 times less compared to liquid fuels, which can cause
range anxiety due to it lowering the total range of the vehicle that people have
grown accustomed to with ICE vehicles [6]. In addition, EVs require dedicated
charging systems which need to be designed to fit the current infrastructure and
electric grid network.
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Figure 1.1. The Rumsfeld matrix, based on the Johari window illustrates the state of knowledge
from both the perceived and real-state perspectives.

Due to the costs related to LIBs and charging systems, the initial investment
costs of electric buses are still approximately double that of equivalent diesel
buses [7]. In addition to the investment costs, the cumulative operation costs
determine the total cost of ownership (TCO) of a bus. The TCO of battery electric
buses (BEBs) can be reduced by a shared charging station network and a well-
designed electric powertrain [8, 9]. In order to size the batteries of the buses
as well as allocate the time and power of charging, the variation of the energy
demand of BEBs has to be properly defined. The energy consumption rate (ECR)
of a BEB depends on the unpredictable perturbations of noise factors. Noise
factors are uncontrollable system inputs which cause variation in the intended
system performance. Such noise factors include ambient temperature and traffic
variations.

Our perception of the effects of these noise factors is either known or unknown.
The actual effects of noise factors can be also known or unknown, as shown in
the Rumsfeld matrix [10] in Figure 1.1. From an engineering perspective, the
interest lies in the known knowns and known unknowns. Known known noise
factors are quantitative, thus rendering their effect on ECR predictable. On the
other hand, known unknown noise factors are qualitative, whose contribution to
ECR variation needs to be estimated with surrogate metrics. The aim of this
doctoral dissertation is to define the energy demand uncertainty and its root
causes, in order to render BEBs a more desirable and reliable investment, both
economically and ecologically.

1.1 Objectives and scope

The goal of this study is to investigate the uncertainty of BEB energy consump-
tion and the noise factors causing it. The effect of variation in known noise
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factors, such as headwind, rolling resistance coefficient and the ambient temper-
ature to ECR, can be quantified. Qualitative factors, on the other hand, such
as driving style and traffic behavior, are challenging to quantify; yet surrogate
metrics, such as stops per kilometer, can be utilized to estimate their effects on
ECR. The focus is on uncertainty identification, quantification, ECR modeling,
experimentation and sensitivity analysis. The following research questions set
the scope and goals of the dissertation with the roman numbering in brackets
referring to its investigating publication:

1. Which factors are uncertain in the operation of an electric city bus? (I)

2. Which uncertainty effects cannot be properly quantified or modeled? (I)

3. What are the distributions of the uncertain factors, energy regeneration and
energy consumption? (II,III)

4. How can the trade-off between model complexity and finite computation
resources be resolved in order to conduct a reliable sensitivity analysis of the
energy consumption variation? (II)

5. How uncertain is battery resistance during charging for reasons other than
aging? (III)

6. Which uncertain factors cause the most variation in the energy demand?
(I,II,III)

1.2 Scientific contributions

The first contribution in Publication I was the identification of noise factors. The
second scientific finding was the division of the quantitative and qualitative
sources of uncertainty into groups. A novel BEB model was developed to study
the effects of identified noise factors. The model was validated with measurement
data from the Espoo 11 bus route. Cumulative energy consumption was predicted
with 0.1% accuracy. The model is publicly available for the convenience of future
research in the field.

In Publication II, a novel approach is proposed for the sensitivity analysis of
electric bus energy consumption. First, the range of variation of 14 noise factors
was studied. The use of polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) as a surrogate model
for input space exploration was shown to be a computationally efficient approach.
The non-intrusive PCE model was generated based on 1000 Quasi-Monte Carlo
simulations of the previously developed BEB model. Then, the accuracy of the
PCE model was measured with leave-one-out cross-validation. It predicted the
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ECB model consumption with less than 1% error. The main scientific objective
of Publication II was the sensitivity analysis achieved by utilizing the generated
PCE model. Based on the sensitivity analysis, the most important quantitative
factors contributing to the energy demand were ambient temperature, rolling
resistance coefficient, and payload. Lastly, the impact of tolerance noise factors
was shown to be negligible.

A strong correlation of ECR with ambient temperature variation was further
studied in Publication III, along with qualitative factors. It was found that
ambient temperature affected the power usage of the heat pump; however, the
driver preference on cabin temperature added uncertainty in heating power. In
addition to ambient temperature, behavioral factors such as traffic, driving style,
and people flow differences, had a considerable impact on energy consumption. It
was also discovered that battery resistance variation during charging was minor.
The most significant contribution of Publication III was the assessment of the
comparative importance of qualitative noise factors. These noise factors were
studied with extensive measurements over 2 years of real-world BEB operation
in Finland.

A linear prediction model of the bus energy consumption was also introduced
in Publication III with six predictors. Multicollinearity among the monitored
noise factors was detected and it was tackled with the use of stepwise regression.
The model predicted ECR with more than 75% accuracy, which was defined with
an R2 value. Furthermore, it was found that the difference between city and
suburban energy consumption was higher than 15%.

This dissertation is structured as follows to show the work behind the contri-
butions. First, a relevant state-of-the-art review provides a brief overview of the
current achievements in the field of electric vehicle research. Then, a research
gap is defined to provide meaning to the research. Research methods are then
presented which focus on the uncertainty quantification (UQ) process. Next, the
corresponding results are presented and discussed in the same section. Lastly,
conclusions are drawn of the study as a whole. After the list of references, the
publications of this dissertation are appended.
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2. State-of-the-art

2.1 Literature review

During the last decade, both EVs and BEBs have received increasing attention.
Research efforts have focused mainly on range anxiety1 and investment cost
challenges. Although a large battery has been found to alleviate range anxiety
it increases the initial investment costs, energy consumption and occupies space
that would otherwise be available for passengers. To reduce the battery size of
BEBs, the buses are often charged either at route termini or bus stops, which are
referred to as end terminus charging and opportunity charging, respectively [11].
Terminus charging has been shown to result in lower a TCO than opportunity
charging or overnight charging, at least for city buses [12].

Moreover, concurrent charging events should be avoided to reduce high power
charging costs and an unnecessary overload of the electric grid [12, 13]. The
peak power during concurrent charging can be allocated to multiple chargers,
which leads to significant savings if utilized well [14]. When the end terminus
charging strategy is applied, the recommended charging time is from 5 to 10
minutes [15]. Excessively fast charging degrades the batteries and requires
expensive, high power chargers, while prolonged charging events interferes with
the bus schedule. Recharging activity costs are approximately 80% of the annual
operating costs [15]. Prohaska et al. [16] analyzed the real-world operation of
BEBs with 150 000 km worth of driving monitoring in California, USA. They
noted that the importance of road grade as well as heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) power are major factors while planning bus schedules and
sizing the batteries.

The sizing of the battery pack is challenging, because routes operated by
buses and cars vary along with driving conditions. Saxena et al. [17] simulated
lightweight and standard EV consumption noting that highway consumption is
higher than driving in the city. Wu et al. [18] arrived at the same conclusion while

1Range anxiety is the feeling of fear that one’s vehicle does not contain sufficient energy
to reach a designated destination, thus leaving its occupants stranded.
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studying EV consumption in California. However, Younes et al. [19] conducted
a similar study, but noticed that aggressive driving in the city increased the
consumption, rendering it even higher than driving on the highway. They
remarked that the consumption is likely increased because of the stop-and-
go driving in cities. The conflict between the results of these three studies
shows that the city and highway routes in different locations have distinctive
characteristics. Lorf et al. [20] studied the portion of driving spent accelerating,
which they referred to as the traction ratio. They noted that an increase in
traction ratio increased ECR by up to 23% in real-world operation.

Similarly to EVs, BEB energy consumption is also affected by aggressive
driving [21]. Furthermore, electric city buses were also driven 10% more ag-
gressively than diesel buses in Espoo during the measurement of commercial
operation [22]. The difference in aggressiveness was due to the available higher
torque of electric buses in low speeds as well as the quiet operation that hid
the usual noise feedback of driving. BEBs seem to be most energy efficient on
suburban routes with low traffic, consuming only slightly more energy on high-
way routes [23]. The poor aerodynamic form of a bus increases the aerodynamic
drag, yet highway routes typically have less stops than suburban and city routes.
BEBs consume a great deal of energy in cities, not only due to the stop-and-go be-
havior, but also because the HVAC system has to be enabled even at a standstill.
Kontou and Miles [24] studied the impact of driving behavior to BEB energy
consumption. They monitored the consumption of 46 BEB drivers and concluded
that some drivers were more consistent, while others had substantial (even ±1
kWh/km) variation between their driving cycles. In addition, they noted that
the ECR was higher on hilly routes than on level routes and that operating in
low temperatures increased consumption.

Since the energy consumption varies depending on route, weather, traffic, and
driving behavior, ECR prediction models have been introduced in the literature
to estimate the range of an EV. De Cauwer et al. [25] conducted an extensive
study on linear prediction models of EV energy consumption. They used six
kinematic factors as predictors of linear models that achieved 0.95 R2 values.
The most significant were rolling resistance, route elevation and aerodynamic
loss. Shankar & Marco [26] were able to predict the consumption of an EV with a
20-30% error by using a neural network approach. In their measurements, 50%
of the consumption variation was caused by different levels of traffic congestion
and varying road types.

Alvarez et al. [27] also trained a neural network to predict the EV energy
consumption based on real-world operation. They analyzed the sensitivity of
driving style kinematics to energy consumption. Positive acceleration jerks had
the highest impact on energy consumption. The energy consumption sensitivity
has been further studied using a longitudinal dynamics model by Asamer et
al. [28]. They considered more uncertain factors than Alvarez et al. [27]. Most
of the variation in the ECR was caused by variation in powertrain efficiency,
rolling resistance, and auxiliary device power. In the case of BEBs, the study
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of which factors cause the nominal energy consumption has received more
attention than the energy consumption variation and its causes. Approximately
two-thirds of the nominal BEB energy demand consist of traction power, while a
quarter is required to power the auxiliary devices [29]. The BEB chassis weight
also has a major impact on the ECR, since lightweight buses consume 0.5-1.4
kWh/km [29,30], while heavyweight buses consume 1.2-2.5 kWh/km [31].

Typically, the BEB battery capacity varies between 60 and 550 kWh [31]. The
battery size is determined by bus size, battery chemistry, charging strategy,
mission profile and schedule. The length of a common bus is 12 meters and
provides occupancy for 72-96 people [29]. The traditional steel chassis weighs
over 11000 kg [31], whereas aluminum lightweight chassis can be as light as
8500 kg [29]. Lithium titanate-oxide (LTO) batteries are eligible for high currents,
and they have a long cyclic age, explaining their suitability for buses [32,33].

LIBs, such as LTOs, degrade with high operation temperatures, storage aging,
cyclic aging, and under high power loads [34,35]. The effect and significance of
these factors depends on the LIB cathode chemistry. As the battery degrades, its
structure decomposes irreversibly forming a solid electrolyte interface (SEI) [36].
The growth of SEI increases the internal resistance of the battery, hence lowering
its capacity and reducing maximum power. In addition, a thick layer of SEI
has the potential to short-circuit the battery. To ensure safe use, the end-of-life
(EOL) criteria of a battery is reached when 80% of the original capacity still
remains [34,37]. Furthermore, the battery should not be discharged below 20%
state-of-charge (SOC) to ensure thermal stability of the battery. However, Reiter
et al. [38] tested an EV in real-world operation under the 20% SOC limit and
they did not observe any battery deterioration although they did not conduct
extensive tests over long periods of time. Nevertheless, their results indicate
that the battery capacity could be over-utilized only when needed in worst-case
scenarios.

2.2 Research Gap

As presented in the literature review, the energy consumption of electric buses
has been extensively studied. The charging should be carried out at an end
terminus and the charging time should be between 5-10 min, to balance the
costs and longevity of the bus fleet. To minimize TCO, the batteries should be
long-lasting, such as LTO batteries, when the end terminus charging strategy is
applied. Furthermore, a lightweight bus design and calm driving style consume
considerably less energy, motivating the use of aluminum chassis and the devel-
opment of autonomous driving. However, autonomous transportation is still in
the development phase; nevertheless, in interim, drivers could be educated and
advised to drive in an energy efficient manner.

Variation in external and internal factors has also been noted to impact the
energy consumption. Overly lengthy highway routes should be avoided because
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of the poor aerodynamic form of buses. Consumption is also increased by traffic
due to the stop-and-go driving. In addition, the HVAC system continues to
consume energy, even in a state of standstill. Furthermore, complicated sources
of variation, such as the effect of driving behavior have been examined. However,
across-the-board research of all uncertain factors and their relative importance
has not been reported in the literature.

If all the factors are not considered, then their influence on the energy consump-
tion cannot be fairly compared. Hence, an in-depth uncertainty quantification
and sensitivity analysis of ECR is carried out to fill this research gap. First, the
uncertain noise factors are identified and categorized, including the effects of
tolerance uncertainty of design parameters (such as battery capacity and its re-
sistance). Then, the impact of the identified factors are studied with simulations
and experiments, utilizing surrogate models for efficient computing, to better
understand the root causes of the energy consumption variation of BEBs.
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3. Research Methods

The investigation of system uncertainties was divided into four tasks, namely
identification, quantification, experimentation and analysis. This is referred to
as uncertainty quantification (UQ); the goal of which is to understand the amount
of variation present in the inputs and outputs, its cause, distribution as well as
the most significant inputs in accordance with the steps shown in Figure 3.1.
However, if the factors are merely observed as is the case in the measurements
carried out in this work, input factor quantification is implemented after the
experiments in contrast to the steps indicated in Figure 3.1. In the identification
phase, the factors listed were those which vary and have an effect to ECR and
energy regeneration, based on literature and expertise of the experimenter. The
quantification and experimentation phases were executed in tandem. First, the
distribution of variation of input factors was defined and characterized. Next,
numerical experiments and physical measurements were planned. Then, the
energy consumption and energy regeneration rates were quantified as a result
of the experiments.

There was experimental control in the numerical experiments, although the
electric city buses were merely observed indicating that experiment conditions
were not controlled in the physical measurements. Experimental control means
that during the experiments, the values of the uncertain factors are controlled,
for example, the ambient temperature of a test setting [39]. Mere observation
allows the most accurate variation behavior, however, in many cases insufficient
time or a lack of resources hinder observing a system long enough to witness
the system behavior in all possible conditions. In the case of Publication III,
the buses were merely observed in different conditions but the conditions could
not be influenced or set by the experimenter; hence, there was no experimental
control. Therefore, experimental control provides the experimenter with the
opportunity to more efficiently explore the input space of the system. Once
the inputs and outputs were quantified, the gathered data was analyzed with
mathematical models, statistics as well as a sensitivity analysis.
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Figure 3.1. The uncertainty quantification process phases of the conducted research, starting
with factor identification and ending with sensitivity analysis.

3.1 Uncertainty identification and quantification

In the engineering context, variation in system inputs, parameters, and outputs
is used as an approximation of uncertainty. This variation is also referred to as
noise, especially in signal processing and robust design methodologies. Common
practice is to categorize sources of uncertainty by dividing them into known and
unknown sources, as in the Rumsfeld matrix [10].

Known sources, such as variation in the ambient temperature, can be mea-
sured and quantified. There are also known unknown uncertainties, which are
qualitative, such as driving style. Driving style is challenging to define numeri-
cally, since it can be “good” or “bad” in terms of energy consumption. Especially
the quantifying the range of variation of driving style is a daunting task, since
“worst” driving style depends heavily on the number of observations in different
conditions. There are also unknown factors that we are unaware of, which are
so called unknown unknowns. Since we have no access to their behavior, and
we do not even know if they exist, they are defined as ontological uncertainty
factors. Unknown known noise factors have the potential to be quantified but
are overlooked due to the ignorance of the experimenter.

Another way to categorize sources of uncertainty is division to aleatory and
epistemic uncertainty. Aleatory uncertainty is presumed to be intrinsic and
irreducible randomness. The word aleatory comes from the Latin word alea,
which roughly translates to “the rolling of the dice”. On the other hand, epis-
temic uncertainty is presumed to be caused by a lack of knowledge. The word
epistemic comes from the Ancient Greek word epistēmikós meaning “knowledge”.
Further evidence or observation can reduce this type of uncertainty. The dis-
tinction between aleatory and epistemic uncertainty is made to indicate which
uncertainties have the potential of being reduced with more information on the
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Figure 3.2. The categorization of noise factors affecting the consumption of BEBs (Publication I).

matter [40]. However, any distinction between the two can be challenging and
subjective in some cases [40]; thus, it is omitted from this study.

An alternative way of categorizing the sources of uncertainty is presented
in this dissertation. The noise factors were categorized to extensive, tolerance
and unknown noise factors (Publication I), as seen in Figure 3.2. Ambient
temperature is an extensive noise factor, the value of which is fully uncontrollable.
Noise can also affect constant parameter values, set by the system designer.
Tolerance noise factors have variation around a controlled nominal value. Factors
that are not identified as either tolerance or extensive noise factors fall into
the last group of unknown noise factors. Some of these factors are ontological
uncertainties, some are omitted due to ignorance, and some, because they are
numerically impossible to define.

After the identification of the uncertain factors, their behavior is investigated
and quantified by means of probability theory and statistics. In order to give
a sense of the quantification of stochastic behavior, some of the most common
probability distributions are presented here, which are normal, uniform, beta,
and gamma distributions. These distributions are presented in Figure 3.3. The
normal probability density function (PDF), which is also known as Gaussian
distribution, is governed by

fn(x)= 1�
2πσ2

e−
1

2σ2 (x−μ)2
(3.1)

for −∞< x <∞. The normal distribution is symmetric in respect to the mean
value μ. The standard deviation σ is used to measure the dispersion of the
distribution. Within one standard deviation lies approximately 68% of the
distribution area and 95% of the distribution area lies between two standard
deviations.

The uniform probability distribution fu(x) is constant over the possible values
of x. All intervals of equal lengths are equally likely to occur. The uniform
distribution is governed by

fu(x)=
{

1
b−a if a ≤ x ≤ b

0 elsewhere
(3.2)
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Figure 3.3. Uniform, normal, beta and gamma distributions with varying parameters.

where a and b are the minimum and maximum values of the distribution.
In addition to uniform and normal distributions, some of the studied input

factors showcased beta and gamma distributed behavior. A beta distribution is
parametrized by two positive shape parameters, noted here with r and s. The
gamma distribution is parametrized by a positive shape factor λ and a scale
factor k. The beta PDF supports values x ∈ [0,1], while the gamma PDF supports
all non-negative values. Furthermore, kernel distribution estimation (KDE) is a
non-parametric approach used here to estimate the probability density functions
of factors which do not resemble any of well-known distributions [41].

Although UQ refers to the whole process of studying uncertainty, including the
sensitivity analysis, it also refers to the point of the process in which the behavior
of the factors is quantified. Thus, UQ process is the entire study, and mere UQ
is the investigation of input and output factor distributions. In particular, the
probability distributions of the input factors must be quantified meticulously to
ensure that the sensitivity analysis provides reliable results. The quantification
of input factors is carried out by experiments, observations, or based on previous
research.
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Figure 3.4. The topology of the developed energy consumption uncertainty model in Publication
I.

3.2 Experiments

3.2.1 Simulations

An electric city bus (ECB) model was developed because studying alternating
scenarios with an actual city bus would require an excessive amount of resources.
For in-depth research, high fidelity models provide accurate and reliable infor-
mation of the system behavior. Halmeaho et al. [30] created a high fidelity BEB
model of the same bus type considered in this dissertation, which predicted en-
ergy consumption with only 1.5% error. However, the model is computationally
expensive. Thus, this model was adopted as a starting point to develop a less
accurate, but faster computing numerical model to run Monte Carlo simulations
(MCSs). MCSs are used to explore system behavior in different conditions.

The goal was to retain experimental control in as many input factors and
parameters as possible, in order to carry out an extensive uncertainty explo-
ration of the identified noise factors. Therefore, the fidelity of the model could
not be excessively reduced; otherwise, some of the studied factors would have
been excluded of the model. The developed energy uncertainty model consists of
system level components of the electric powertrain. The modeled components
were battery, electric drive, inverter, motor, speed and current controllers, sim-
plified HVAC system, single speed transmission, a virtual driver, and the vehicle
(Figure 3.4).

The speed and current controllers were separated to achieve robust control,
as the system mechanics have slow responses compared to the fast electric
phenomena. The reference speed is provided by the virtual driver, which is
converted to voltage demand by the controllers. An inverter transforms direct
current (DC) power from the battery to alternating current (AC) for the electric
drive. The simplification of inverter transistor dynamics in particular reduced
the computational effort of the model. The transistors’ dynamics of the AC motor
inverter were not modeled because they operate at high frequencies (50 Hz),
causing a very high computational load. Instead of computing every transistor
switch, the average behavior was modeled. The electric drive conveys and
receives rotational power from the single speed transmission, as it can be used
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for both traction and for regenerative braking.
To validate the model, an experimental test drive was driven in Espoo, on

route 11, from Tapiola to Friisilä by Laurikko et al. in 2015 [42]. The bus in
question had been a diesel bus later refurbished with an electric powertrain and
measurement systems. The tested suburban bus route is 10.4 km long and the
total duration was 26 minutes while driving at an average speed of 24 km/h.
This route no longer exists due to the metro line extensions from Helsinki to
Espoo rendering the route obsolete.

The developed model was simulated operating on the Espoo route 11 in differ-
ent conditions using MCSs. The Monte Carlo approach is a repeated stochastic
method, in which pseudo-randomized input values are used to generate system
output distribution one simulation at a time. Pseudo-randomized sampling can
cause gaps and clusters of data points if insufficient data is evaluated with
the original model [43]. Nevertheless, the ECB model was computationally
excessive; therefore, a surrogate model was fitted to a limited number of model
evaluations with Quasi Monte Carlo Simulations (QMCSs).

Quasi-random sequences are used to generate low-discrepancy deterministic
set of points, such that quite evenly fill the input space. The definition of
low-discrepancy is that the points evenly fill an input space, with minimum of
clusters or gaps. Some of the most popular quasi-random sequences are Halton,
Sobol’ and Saltelli sequences. Of these sequences, the Sobol’ sequence has been
shown to outperform the others in regression applications [43,44]. The use of
quasi-random sequences ensures that regardless of the number of tests, the
density of points is approximately equal in the entire input space. Stratified
sampling with Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) could also be considered, which
has been shown to be more accurate than Sobol’ sequence in some cases [43].
Nonetheless, Kucherenko et al. [44] noted that the advantage of Sobol’ sequence
over LHS is that new points can be sequentially added. It was helpful that the
number of QMCSs could be iteratively increased with the use of Sobol’ sequence,
as the number of required model evaluations was not known at the beginning of
the study. The difference between pseudo-random and quasi-random sampling
can be seen in Figure 3.5.

The variation range of some of the input factors needed truncation due to fail-
ure modes being otherwise encountered with some factor combinations. Failure
modes were rare cases in which the energy in the battery pack was inadequate to
reach the destination. Thus, those model evaluations would have been useless in
the sensitivity analysis and ECR quantification, since the bus would have never
reached the destination. Furthermore, the input factors in the simulations were
independent, which is the reason for not considering joint distributions. This
means that the failure modes could happen in reality, albeit being extremely
rare.
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Figure 3.5. Comparison of pseudo-random (left) quasi-random (right) sequences with arbitrary
factors x1 and x2.

3.2.2 Measurements

In addition to the simulations, the measured operation data of six electric buses
was gathered from Linkker BEBs. The buses operated in Helsinki and Espoo
during the years 2016-2017. The data measured from sensors and signals (such
as speed, current, voltage, auxiliary power) of the buses was actively sent to a
server. Raw measurement data from the server had to be filtered and parsed for
further analysis. The sample frequencies of the measured signals varied from
0.2 to 2 Hz. However, samples were only saved if the value differed from the last
sample. The inconsistent saving of data caused the signals to exhibit unequal
time spacing and different time stamps, rendering localization challenging
with out-of-sync latitude and longitude signals. Therefore, all the signals were
normalized to a common 10 Hz frequency, using linear interpolation.

It is important to note that the measurements were of normal operation, while
the simulations focused on testing all possible scenarios. Furthermore, differ-
ent noise factors were studied. In the simulations, uncontrollable conditions,
such as rolling resistance, headwind and payload were studied in a controlled
environment. In contrast, the measurements focused on the factors which were
observable, but not reproducible. These factors include driving style, passenger
flow, and traffic, which were estimated using surrogate metrics, such as stops per
kilometer and driving aggressiveness. To understand the nature and behavior of
the measured and simulated factors, the data would be better represented with
a model. Therefore, surrogate models were fitted to the simulated and measured
data to conduct sensitivity analysis, as described later in Section 3.4.
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3.3 Statistical Analysis

3.3.1 Model accuracy

In statistics, a straightforward method to measure the difference, or error,
between data point and a model prediction of such point is mean absolute error
(MAE). MAE is the average error between a data point and its corresponding
prediction with a model

MAE(Y , Ỹ )= 1
n

n∑
i=1

|yi − yi˜ | (3.3)

where Y are the data points, Ỹ are model predictions, i denotes a data point, and
n is the number of data points. The absolute value is taken to ensure that the
negative and positive errors do not average each other out. A similar approach
is to compute the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) as

RMSE(Y , Ỹ )=
√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

(yi − yi˜ )2 (3.4)

MAE and RMSE have distinct dissimilarities. The advantage of using MAE
as an error measure is that it is fundamentally easier to interpret than RMSE.
Nevertheless, the advantage of using RMSE over MAE is that an unique map-
ping of Y exists based on X which minimizes RMSE, whereas the minimal MAE
can be achieved with an infinite number of mappings [45]. RMSE is more sensi-
tive to outliers since the distance between the data and model is squared, thus
providing the outliers with a greater influence on the mean squared error.

In order to measure the accuracy of a model against a measured data set,
the expected value of error measures, such as MAE or RMSE, is computed. It
is expensive to calculate such an expected value via Monte Carlo, since the
validation data has to be extensive. Only computing MAE or RMSE on the
training data is prone to underestimating the error, as it does not consider
overfitting. A model is referred to as overfitting the data when it captures the
noise of the data rather than the signal.

To overcome this challenge, cross-validation and bootstrapping techniques
re-use the same data used for model training. In k-fold cross-validation, a subset
of the training data is used for a temporary model generation while testing its
accuracy with the remaining data, where k is the number of different subsets.
The data is divided equally for each k, for example if k = 5, then five different
subsets containing 80 % of data are used for the generation of temporary models,
while the remaining 20% is used for validation. Increasing the k-value increases
error estimation accuracy, but requires more computation [46]. The maximum
number of k is reached when only one data point at a time is left for validation,
which is a special case called leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) [47].
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The cross-validation approach and the error measures above are suitable
for both linear and nonlinear models. For linear models, a commonly used
goodness-of-fit measure is the coefficient of determination. It is noted as r2 or
R2 because in the case of one factor, also known as a predictor, the coefficient
of determination is the squared value of the correlation coefficient between the
input factor and the output. The R2 value typically lies between 0 and 1, with
1 representing ideal model fit. The goodness-of-fit value of R2 is based on the
amount variation in the data explained by the model and can be expressed as

R2(Y , Ỹ )= 1−
1
N

n∑
i

(yi − yi˜ )2

V (Y )
(3.5)

where the numerator can also be expressed as the mean-squared-error MSE.
Since the R2 value is merely a normalized MSE, the model accuracy is prone to
be an overestimation.

3.3.2 Covariance and correlation

Covariance is the degree to which two factors are linearly related. Covariance
between two factors, X and Y , is defined as

Cov(X ,Y )= E[(X −μx)(Y −μy)] (3.6)

where E denotes the expected value and μ the mean value. Note that X and Y
are noted as capital letters, since they are random variables.

Correlation is normalized covariance. To calculate the Pearson’s correlation
coefficient (often referred to as just correlation), the covariance is normalized to
have values from -1 to 1. This is accomplished by dividing the covariance by the
square root of the factor variances V

Corr(X ,Y )= Cov(X ,Y )�
V (X )V (Y )

(3.7)

3.3.3 Collinearity

A strong correlation between two linear model predictors is called collinearity.
If the correlations are strong with more than two factors, collinearity becomes
global, which is referred to as multicollinearity. Collinearity can cause unex-
plainable changes in the regression coefficient directions [39]. Moreover, the
addition of even a small amount of experimental data can significantly change
the regression coefficients if the predictors are strongly collinear. Strong multi-
collinearity can even result in erroneous predictions [39]. Multicollinearity does
not reduce the prediction power or the coefficient of determination of the model;
therefore, even statistically insignificant predictors seemingly increase the pre-
diction power. For this reason, the coefficient of determination is a suboptimal
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measure of model accuracy, as it is prone to show an increase in accuracy when
including insignificant predictors in the model.

One typical method to detect multicollinearity is to calculate the variation
inflation factor (VIF). VIF of a single predictor is calculated by creating a MLR
with the rest of the predictors and computing R2

X i as in Equation (3.5). Then,
the R2

X i is used to calculate the factor specific V IFi. This procedure is repeated
for each factor Xi as follows:

Xi˜ =β0 +
k∑

j=1
j �=i

β j x j (3.8)

R2
X i(X , X̃ )= 1−

1
N

n∑
i

(xi − xi˜ )2

V (X )
(3.9)

V IFi = 1
1−R2X i

(3.10)

Severe multicollinearity is detected if V IF ≥ 10, yet even a threshold of V IF = 5
has been suggested by some statisticians [39,48]. The straightforward approach
to eliminate multicollinearity is to omit the strongly multicollinear predictors
from the model. This can be accomplished with forward stepwise regression,
in which one factor is added at a time to the model, according to the highest
correlation with the model output. If an addition of an extra predictor increases
VIF, then it is discarded. In addition to the VIF limitation, a threshold for
stopping the stepwise regression process is set. This threshold was chosen to be
at least a 2% increase in the R2 value, when adding a predictor to the model.

3.4 Sensitivity analysis

3.4.1 Sensitivity indices

A sensitivity analysis (SA) is the study of the relationship between variation in
noise factors and variation of system response. Consider a multivariate physical
or mathematical model

Y = f (X1, X2, . . . , Xk) (3.11)

where k is the number of input factors which are uncontrollable, randomly
varying noise factors. The quantity of interest is the unconditional variance of
the response, V (Y ), and the goal of the sensitivity analysis is to define its cause.
A straightforward method of detecting and quantifying sensitivity is to analyze
the individual scatter plots of Y as functions of Xi. However, this visual approach
is cumbersome if the number of studied factors is large. The partial derivates
∂ f
∂Xi

can also be used to quantify the sensitivity of factors Xi locally. On the other
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hand, variance-based sensitivity analysis is less constraining, because it only
requires an n number of samples of factors x(i) and the corresponding system
response y(i). In this notation, the superscript denotes the sample number.
Typical strategies to generate these samples include Monte Carlo sampling and
factorial experimental designs [49].

To introduce the inner workings of variance-based sensitivity analysis consider
the following. Let Xi = xi

�, which is an arbitrary value within the range of Xi ’s
variation. The conditional variance VX∼i (Y |Xi = xi

�) denotes the output variance
where all other input factors are varied except Xi. Since Xi is fixed, this condi-
tional variance could signal that Xi is noninfluential if V (Y )≈VX∼i (Y |Xi = xi

�).
However, the value of the conditional variance is dependent on the value chosen
for x�i , which can even be chosen to ensure that the unconditional variance is
lower than the conditional variance [49].

These issues are tackled by taking the average of this measure with all possible
values of x�i . Thus EXi [VX∼i (Y |Xi)]≤V (Y ), which is ideal because the goal is to
understand the way V (Y ) is constructed. In fact, the unconditional variance of a
model response can be decomposed as

V (Y )= EXi [VX∼i (Y |Xi)]+VXi [EX∼i (Y |Xi)] (3.12)

To compute the main effect sensitivity measure, both sides of the equation are
divided by the unconditional variance, which results in the representation

EXi [VX∼i (Y |Xi)]
V (Y )

+ VXi [EX∼i (Y |Xi)]
V (Y )

= 1 (3.13)

where
Si = 1− EXi [VX∼i (Y |Xi)]

V (Y )
= VXi [EX∼i (Y |Xi)]

V (Y )
(3.14)

is the independent effect of a factor on the system response, which is called a
first-order sensitivity index. The first-order index is used to rank which factors
influence the system response the most.

Contrary to the first-order index, total sensitivity index is used to evaluate
which factors are noninfluential on the system response. The total effect includes
interaction effects and the total sensitivity index STi is computed in a similar
fashion

STi = 1− EX∼i [VXi (Y |X∼i)]
V (Y )

= VX∼i [EXi (Y |X∼i)]
V (Y )

(3.15)

where VXi (Y |X∼i)=VXi (Y |X1, X2, . . . , Xi−1, Xi+1, . . . , Xk). This expression means
that all-but-Xi are set to their expected value while only Xi is varied. Minor or
nonexistent total effect is a necessary and sufficient condition to determine that
a factor is noninfluential [49].

The model in Equation (3.11) is considered additive, if
∑k

i=1 Si = 1 and thus
there are no interaction effects. For nonadditive models

∑k
i=1 Si < 1. Further-

more, all Si ’s have a value between 0 and 1 [49]. The total effect consists of
different level higher order interaction effects between factors, with the highest
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degree being the number of factors k. Second-order interactions effects are
defined as

Si j =
VXi j [EX∼i j (Y |Xi, X j)]

V (Y )
− VXi [EX∼i (Y |Xi)]

V (Y )
− VX j [EX∼ j (Y |X j)]

V (Y )
(3.16)

Thus, the total effect can be decomposed to 2. . .k level interaction effects and
the first-order effect. For a nonadditive model, the sensitivity indices also equal
to unity,

k∑
i

Si +
k∑
i

k∑
j>i

Si j + ...+S12...k = 1 (3.17)

The summands of the Equation (3.17) are orthogonal thus rendering them
uncorrelated. The orthogonality is guaranteed by the variance decomposition
known as the analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the unconditional variance

V (Y )=
k∑
i

Vi +
k∑
i

k∑
j>i

Vi j + ...+V12...k (3.18)

which holds when the factors are orthogonal and thus uncorrelated. This expres-
sion can be further extended to decompose the model f (X ) in Equation 3.11 to
sub-functions

f (X )=
k∑
i

f i(Xi)+
k∑
i

k∑
j>i

f i j(Xi, X j)+ ...+ f12...k (3.19)

This is called the high dimensional model representation (HDMR) introduced
by I.M. Sobol’ in 1990 [50] to compute the global sensitivity indices. In order to
present a model with the HDMR, the model has to be square-integrable in the
parameter space.

The approach described above is a global sensitivity analysis (GSA) as it
considers factor interaction effects and the full range of variation in factors Xi.
GSA requires a significant amount of computing power, since the number of
input factors increases the terms in Equation (3.19) exponentially (2k −1) in
relation to the number of factors k. However, previous studies have shown that
in most cases, there are only a few truly influential factors, regardless of the
number of input factors [49]. Before conducting an extensive GSA, it can be
beneficial to conduct factor screening by testing one factor at a time (OFAT)
with the Morris method [51], to reveal the influential factors. In OFAT, only one
factor is perturbed at a time, while other factors are set to a fixed value, which
is commonly their reference value.

In local sensitivity analysis (LSA) only small perturbations are introduced
around the reference value of a factor, commonly with straightforward methods,
such as OFAT. LSA is computationally efficient and easy to implement. The
main drawback of LSA is that non-linear models will have sensitivities that
depend on the reference value. The second drawback of using an LSA approach
is that factor interactions are not considered [52]. Although GSA based on MCSs
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requires significantly more computing power compared to LSA; implementing
GSA provides the benefit of the doubt that all effects are accounted for, even the
ones that are unexpected by the experiment designer. For these reasons, the
GSA approach is implemented here with the use of surrogate models.

3.4.2 Surrogate models

A surrogate model (SM) is an analytical estimation of simulated or measured
experimental data [53]. SMs are also known as response surface models (RSMs)
or metamodels. To ensure an accurate fit of an SM, the experimental data should
uniformly fill the input factor domain. Pseudo randomization of the design of
experiments (DoE) is not the most efficient way to evenly fill the input domain.
Here, the Sobol’ sequence is utilized to generate space-filling points for QMCSs
which are used for surrogate model fitting.

3.4.3 Multiple linear regression (MLR)

Multiple linear regression (MLR) can be utilized as a surrogate model which
maps input factors to a response. MLR is used here as a surrogate modeling
approach to study the uncertainty of inputs which are correlated. The following
approach is based on the work by Xu & Gertner in 2008 [54].

A multiple linear regression model is described as

Ỹ =β0 +
k∑

i=1

βi Xi +ε (3.20)

where k is the number of factors, β0 is the bias, β1, . . . ,βk are regression coeffi-
cients, Ỹ is the estimated response and ε is the residual error term. The input
space of X has n number of samples and is presented as

X =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x(1)
1 x(1)

2 x(1)
3 . . . x(1)

k

x(2)
1 x(2)

2 x(2)
3 . . . x(2)

k
...

...
...

. . .
...

x(n)
1 x(n)

2 x(n)
3 . . . x(n)

k

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.21)

The individual responses y(i) form the response vector

Y =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

y(1)

y(2)

...

y(n)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

f (x(1)
1 , x(1)

2 , x(1)
3 , . . . , x(1)

k )

f (x(2)
1 , x(2)

2 , x(2)
3 , . . . , x(2)

k )
...

f (x(n)
1 , x(n)

2 , x(n)
3 , . . . , x(n)

k )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.22)

The ANOVA decomposition of Equation (3.18) does not hold if the input pa-
rameters are correlated. However, a more general decomposition is the analysis
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of covariance (ANCOVA) that holds even if the input factors are correlated. Li et
al. [55] introduced the following ANCOVA decomposition

V (Y )=
k∑

i=1

Cov( f i(Xi),Y )+ε2 (3.23)

V (Y )=
k∑

i=1

[
V ( f i(Xi))+Cov

(
f i(Xi),

k∑
j �=i

f j(X j)
)]+ε2 (3.24)

where V (Y ) is the unconditional variance of the model response decomposed
to the sum of all the covariances Cov( f i(Xi),Y ) and ε2 is the averaged squared
error. V ( f i(Xi)) is the uncorrelated first-order variance contribution of a factor
Xi, which is here referred to as uncorrelated partial variance contribution
VU

i . The correlated effect Cov
(

f i(Xi),
∑k

j �=i f j(X j)
)

is noted as V C
i . Since this

correlated effect is a covariance, it can also admit negative values. Furthermore,
if the input factors are independent, this term vanishes. Xu & Gertner [54] have
presented the following partial variance decomposition

Vi =VU
i +V C

i (3.25)

where Vi is the variance contributed by factor Xi.
The first-order variance contribution and the unconditional variance of the

model are estimated as

Ṽ i =β2
i V (Xi)= 1

n−1
β2

i

n∑
j=1

(
x( j)

i − xi
)2 (3.26)

Ṽ =V (Y )= 1
n−1

n∑
j=1

(
y( j) − y

)2 (3.27)

where the xi is the mean of factor Xi and y is the mean of the system response.
The regression coefficients β are determined with least-squares

β=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

β0

β1
...

βk

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦= [X ′

�X�]−1X ′
�Y (3.28)

The X� is a matrix where a column vector of ones is inserted to the left side,
such that

X� =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 x(1)
1 x(1)

2 x(1)
3 . . . x(1)

k

1 x(2)
1 x(2)

2 x(2)
3 . . . x(2)

k
...

...
...

...
. . .

...

1 x(n)
1 x(n)

2 x(n)
3 . . . x(n)

k

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.29)
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With the regression coefficients, the estimated responses ỹ(i) can be computed
using Equation (3.20). The estimated unconditional variance of the MLR model
is computed by utilizing the estimated responses

Ṽ MLR = 1
n−1

n∑
j=1

(
ỹ( j) − y

)2 (3.30)

The coefficient of determination can be derived as the relation

R2 = Ṽ MLR

Ṽ
(3.31)

The uncorrelated partial variance contribution is estimated with the expres-
sion

ṼU
i = 1

n−1

n∑
j=1

(
ỹ( j)
∼i − y

)2 (3.32)

where
ỹ( j)
∼i = r0 + ri z

( j)
i (3.33)

The regression coefficients r0 and ri can solved with[
r0

r1

]
= [Z′

�,iZ�,i]−1Z′
�,iY (3.34)

where Z�,i is defined the same way as X� and the residual regression matrix is

Zi =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x(1)
i −(

η0 −
k∑

js �=i
η js x(1)

js

)
...

x(n)
i −(

η0 −
k∑

js �=i
η js x(n)

js

)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(3.35)

The residual regression matrix coefficients η js [s = 1,2, . . . ,k−1; js �= i] are
defined as

η=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

η0
...

η js

...

ηk−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= [X ′

�,∼i X�,∼i]−1X ′
�,∼i X (3.36)

where X�,∼i is defined the same way as X� with the exception that the i-th
column is excluded. The variation of the residuals z( j)

i is uncorrelated with other
factors xjs ( js �= 1) due to its orthogonality with η. Thus, the variation explained
by ỹ( j)

∼i is only contributed by the factor Xi.
The uncorrelated partial variation contribution can be solved with the Equa-

tion (3.32) by calculating the regression coefficients above. The correlated partial
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variation contribution is then calculated by utilizing the partial variance decom-
position posed in Equation (3.25):

Ṽ C
i = Ṽ i − ṼU

i (3.37)

Finally, the first-order sensitivity index, and its uncorrelated and correlated
parts can be calculated as

Si = Ṽ i

Ṽ
(3.38)

SU
i = ṼU

i
Ṽ

(3.39)

SC
i = Ṽ C

i
Ṽ

(3.40)

Since the factors are correlated, the sum of first-order indices is no longer
restrained to be equal or less than unity. Hence, they can be referred to as
ANCOVA indices [56].

3.4.4 Polynomial chaos expansion (PCE)

The main drawback of MLR is that it does not capture factor interaction or
nonlinear effects. Polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) is a spectral projection
surrogate modeling technique, which can be implemented in a nonintrusive
manner. Nonintrusive surrogate models consider the original model as a “black
box”, meaning that only the input and output values are known. Consider
the model described previously in Equation (3.11). The PCE of that model is
presented as,

Y ≈ f pce(X )=
∑
α∈A

γαΨα(X ) (3.41)

where Ψα(X ) are multivariate polynomials which are orthogonal in respect to
one another and have the corresponding coefficients γα. α is a multi-index,
whose size is determined by the number of inputs k and maximum univariate
polynomial degree of p, which together determine the subset A. The truncation
of the otherwise infinite degree of polynomials is the “standard truncation
scheme”, where the maximum polynomial degree p is set by the modeler. The
multi-indices indicate the polynomial degree of the univariate polynomials that
construct the multivariate polynomials Ψα(X ).

The multivariate polynomials are constructed as the tensor product of univari-
ate basis polynomials

Ψα(X )=
∏
i=1

φ(i)
αi

(xi) (3.42)

where the univariate orthonormal polynomials φ(i)
αi

are chosen based on the input
factor distribution. This choice is made based on the hierarchy defined in the
Askey-Scheme. For uniform, Gaussian, gamma and beta distributions Legendre,
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Hermite, Laguerre and Jacobi polynomial basis are used, respectively [57].
Univariate polynomials that are members of a orthogonal polynomial basis
are orthogonal to all other members of the said basis, which is evident from
the fact that their inner product is zero. The coefficients γα can be calculated
using spectral projection, the Smolyak’ sparse quadrature or the least-squares
minimization method. The ordinary least-squares (OLS) method for truncated
model is expressed as

γ̃α = [A′
�A�]−1 A′

�Y (3.43)

where A� is a matrix that contains the evaluation of Ψα(X ) j in each column for
all the experimental design points X (i) on the rows of the matrix. Migliorati et
al. [58] provide theoretical background on the convergence of the least-squares
methods.

Although the PCE model is truncated, the number of coefficients and orthonor-
mal polynomials can be quite high. To decrease the size and complexity of the
PCE model, only the meaningful terms are retained. The so called sparse PCE
is generated based on the comparison of cross-validation error estimations of the
PCE model while increasing the number of terms included in the model. Least
angle regression (LAR) is a linear regression method, in which the regressors are
iteratively moved from a candidate set to an active set [57]. The next regressor
to be included in the model is chosen by its correlation with the residual. The
correlation between an excluded regressor and the residual indicates that by
including said regressor some of the previously unexplained behavior will be
captured by including the currently excluded regressor. Then, the coefficients of
the current active set are moved ensuring that they are equicorrelated to the
current residual.

Furthermore, Sobol’ sensitivity indices can be computed from the PCE coeffi-
cients; however, if the model is fitted with uniformly sampled factors, then the
SIs could be misleading. Therefore, the Saltelli method was used to calculate the
SIs by sampling values from the quantified factors distributions while utilizing
the generated PCE model.

3.4.5 Saltelli method

In 2002, Saltelli introduced a numerical MCS based method [49,59] to compute
sensitivity indices. The method is straightforward. First, two matrices, A and
B, are sampled from the input factor PDFs. The number of samples is denoted
with N. Then, the model is evaluated with the given matrices to produce model
responses ya = f (A) and yb = f (B). Next, the following algorithm is carried out
for each factor to determine its first-order and total effect.

1. Generate a third matrix Ci, which is the same as matrix B with the exception
that the ith column is from matrix A.

2. Evaluate the model with the new matrix yc = f (Ci).
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3. Calculate the first-order and total sensitivity indices with

Si = VXi [EX∼i (Y |Xi)]
V (Y )

= (1/N)
∑N

j=1 y( j)
a y( j)

c

(1/N)
∑N

j=1
(

y( j)
a
)2 − f 2

0

STi = 1− EX∼i [VXi (Y |X∼i)]
V (Y )

= (1/N)
∑N

j=1 y( j)
b y( j)

c

(1/N)
∑N

j=1
(

y( j)
a
)2 − f 2

0

where f 2
0 =

(
1
N

N∑
j=1

y( j)
a

)2
. The motivation for using the Saltelli method is that

only N(k+2) model evaluations are needed instead of the N2 evaluations needed
for the brute-force calculation of SIs [49]. Thus, 500 times less model iterations
were needed as there were 14 factors and the Saltelli method was implemented
with 8000 samples in both A and B matrices. The error in the sensitivity indices
was calculated with 100 bootstrap iterations.

3.4.6 Estimation of second-order effects

In the case of correlated input factors, the ANOVA decomposition no longer holds
and the sum of sensitivity indices no longer equals to unity. Although this limits
the use of some SA approaches, the MLR ANCOVA method introduced above
can be implemented. The ANCOVA remains a limited analysis, as only the
uncorrelated first-order effect is quantified and the correlated effects include all
higher order interactions and correlations. The correlation matrix r of the input
factors is used to estimate the second-order effects. Furthermore, the values
r are squared to define the coefficient of determination for factors predicting
other factors. This coefficient of determination matrix is denoted as r2. The
following example will demonstrate that the r2 values can be used to estimate
second-order effects.

The computation presented here is adapted from the work by Xu & Gertner [54].
Let y= x1+2x2+3x3, where [x1, x2, x3] are normally distributed as ∼ N(0,1) and
the correlation matrix is

r =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0.2 0.4

0.2 1 0.5

0.4 0.5 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (3.44)

Hence, the coefficient of determination matrix is

r2 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0.04 0.16

0.04 1 0.25

0.16 0.25 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (3.45)

The unconditional variation of the model can be estimated using Equation
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Table 3.1. List of analytically computed and estimated second-order effect sensitivity indices.

Index r2-based Analytical Difference (%)

S12 0.04 0.04 0

S13 0.16 0.17 6

S23 0.25 0.40 60

3.23, resulting in the expression

V =V (x1)+4V (x2)+9V (x3)+4Cov(x1, x2)+6Cov(x1, x3)+12Cov(x2, x3) (3.46)

The uncorrelated partial variances of the factors are calculated as

VU
1 = (1− r2

12 − r2
13) ·V (x1) (3.47)

VU
2 = (1− r2

12 − r2
23) ·4V (x2) (3.48)

VU
3 = (1− r2

13 − r2
23) ·9V (x3) (3.49)

and the correlated partial variances as

V C
1 = 4r12 +6r13 +V (x1)(r2

12 + r2
13)+4V (x2)r2

12 +9V (x3)r2
13 (3.50)

V C
2 = 4r12 +12r23 +V (x1)r2

12 +4V (x2)(r2
12 + r2

23)+9V (x3)r2
23 (3.51)

V C
3 = 6r13 +12r23 +V (x1)r2

12 +4V (x2)r2
23 +9V (x3)(r2

13 + r2
23) (3.52)

The sensitivity indices can be computed using these partial variances. The
example case sensitivity indices are presented in Figure 3.6. The second-order
effects are calculated as

V12 =V21 = 4r12 +V (x1)r2
12 +4V (x2)r2

12 (3.53)

V13 =V31 = 6r13 +V (x1)r2
13 +9V (x3)r2

13 (3.54)

V23 =V32 = 12r23 +4V (x2)r2
23 +9V (x3)r2

23 (3.55)

Finally, the second-order sensitivity indices can be calculated by Si j =Vi j/V .
The difference between the estimated second-order effects with r2 and the
analytically computed ones are compared in Table 3.1.

Although the S23 difference was significant, the comparison shows that r2

values can be used to estimate the second-order effects; however, the reliability
of the measure is debatable. The low estimation accuracy of the method is a
trade-off for simplicity and transparency.
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Figure 3.6. Sobol’ sensitivity indices of the case example
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4. Results and Discussion

In this section, the results of Publication I, Publication II and Publication
III are presented. Focus is the contributions related to the UQ of the energy
consumption of BEBs. The relevant research questions are presented at the
beginning of each subsection. The presented results and discussion provide
answers and perspectives to the research questions posed.

4.1 Uncertainty identification

The first step in the uncertainty quantification process is to identify which
factors are uncertain. This is also the first research question. The second
research question is about the classification of uncertainty into quantifiable and
qualitative sources. The research questions are posed as follows:

1. Which factors are uncertain in the operation of an electric city bus? (I)

2. Which uncertainty effects cannot be properly quantified or modeled? (I)

The first contribution proved to be that the input factors were divided into
extensive, tolerance and unknown noise factors (Publication I). Extensive and
tolerance noise factors are quantitative factors, whereas the unknown noise
factors are qualitative. Those input factors whose distribution can be properly
estimated are referred to as the quantitative sources of uncertainty. The effect of
qualitative input factors can only be estimated using surrogate metrics. Ambient
temperature is a quantitative measure. Its variation can be measured in a geo-
graphical region and with a relatively high certainty the temperature variation
is predicted to behave in a similar manner in the future. The distribution of
ambient temperature was quantified from weather measurement data during
the years 2012-2018.

In comparison, traffic can be "good" or "bad", yet the definition of "worst"
possible traffic in a certain region is problematical. Although traffic is measured
with a surrogate metric, such as the number of passing cars on a certain location,
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Table 4.1. List of the identified uncertain factors affecting the variation in the ECR of BEBs.

Quantitative Qualitative

Ambient temperature Route characteristics

Rolling resistance Driving style

Payload Passenger flow

Headwind Traffic

Auxiliary power Battery cell balance

Battery resistance growth Motor control tuning

Battery SOC

Battery capacity fade

Battery temperature

Motor resistance

Motor inductance

Motor magnetic flux

that does not describe the amount to which a single car is affected by the
traffic. Therefore, traffic is a qualitative factor in the perspective of simulated
uncertainty behavior, despite the possibility to analyze its effects from real-
world operation. In Table 4.1, the identified quantitative and qualitative factors
impacting the energy consumption of BEBs are listed. The factors were identified
as a result of an extensive and meticulous literature review and by studying
the structure and design of electric city buses. Further information about the
estimated effects and influences of the qualitative factors based on literature can
be found in Publication I. These estimations are not discussed here, since further
on in the research, the effects were quantified using a sensitivity analysis.

As a part of uncertainty identification, a top concern at the beginning of this
research was to find a systematic approach which would define all the factors
affecting the system response. A systematic approach to identify input factors
would reduce the number of factors excluded from the study due to the ignorance
of the experimenter. However, such a method was not found in the literature nor
was such a method developed as part of this dissertation. A systematic approach
to select and detect factors that vary and are linked to the quantity of interest
(QoI) would be helpful, because if an important factor is excluded from the UQ
process, the importance of an excluded factor could be mistakenly assigned to
factors that were selected to be a part of the study. Hence, the number of factors
and their relevance relies solely on the expertise of the experimenter.
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4.2 Energy consumption modeling

Numerical, physical and analytical models are useful tools to study the causes
of ECR variation. However, to produce reliable results, the model behavior must
resemble real-world behavior which leads to model complexity and high compu-
tational effort. Increased computational effort is a challenge especially while
studying the model under varying operating conditions. Different operating
conditions are generated by varying the uncertain factor values using methods
such as MCSs or QMCSs.

To address the trade-off between model complexity and finite computation
resources, a rigorous and dynamic BEB model was developed which included all
the quantifiable factors; nevertheless, only the necessary aspects were modeled.
However, this high-fidelity electric city bus model was computationally expensive
and an SM was needed to conduct large-scale MCSs. Consequently, a PCE model
was developed based on 1000 QMCSs of the ECB model. A data-driven MLR
model was also fitted to real-world operation data of a BEB for the prediction
and sensitivity analysis of energy consumption. In this section, the validation
and accuracy of these models are presented. In addition, the goal is to answer
the following research question:

4. How can the trade-off between model complexity and finite computation
resources be resolved in order to conduct a reliable sensitivity analysis of the
energy consumption variation? (II)

4.2.1 ECB model

ECB model development was carried out in Publication I. The model predicted
cumulative energy consumption within 0.1% error when compared to a mea-
sured suburban cycle. The input factors from the measured data to the model
were synchronized speed, elevation, ambient temperature, and auxiliary power
profiles. In comparison, in a previous study utilizing the same input-output
data, Halmeaho et al. [30] achieved a 1.5% error. Fiori et al. [60] achieved an
ECR prediction of an EV with less than 6% error on multiple routes, using a
simple model consisting of vehicle speed, acceleration, and road grade as inputs.
Therefore, the work of Fiori et al. [60] is not comparable to the work presented
here, because the ECB model and the model Halmeaho et al. [30] were only
validated based on a single driving cycle.

By contemplating only the cumulative energy consumption on one driving
cycle, there lies a risk of overfitting the model. To ensure that the model is
reliable, the speed control of the dynamic model and the momentary power
usage were investigated. The ECB model speed control was precise, as the
speed of the dynamic simulation model had an RMSE of less than 1 km/h. Even
with sufficient speed control, replicating the momentary power usage during
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Figure 4.1. Examination period of ECB model power as a function of time during the validation
cycle (Publication I).

regenerative braking events was a challenge, as shown in the 200 s examination
period in Figure 4.1. The RMSE between the measured and simulated power
was almost 40% compared to the average power during this period; therefore, a
detailed investigation was carried out to seek the cause of this behavior.

It was found that the regenerative braking controls in the simulation model
and the real bus were different, which caused most of the momentary differences
between the simulated and the measured power. Simulated power prediction
differed from the measured during three distinctive events. In the regenerative
braking control event during 115-130 s, the real motor control was less stable
and caused oscillation, whereas the simulation model did not. During the second
regenerative braking event between 145 s and 155 s, the model misjudged the
braking, acting on it too soon, while trying to maximize energy regeneration,
causing positive and negative power spikes to keep the vehicle speed under
control. Lastly, model uncertainty caused minor differences, such as those
displayed in the time window of 270-280s. These changes were also caused by
factors which were modeled, such as RRC and HW; these were simplified as
constant values despite displaying dynamic behavior in reality.

All the three types of differences are explainable, predictable and only cause
local disruptions in power consumption. Thus, the consumption prediction of the
ECB model is reliable for longer time periods, such as the duration of a driving
cycle. Furthermore, the model was 20 times faster than real-time on a desktop
computer with an ®Intel ®Xeon CPU @ 3.30 GHz and 8 GB RAM.

4.2.2 PCE model

The PCE model was developed based on QMCSs of the ECB model in Publication
II. The main purpose of the PCE model development was to improve compu-
tational efficiency. Genikomsakis & Mitrentsis [61] introduced a computation
speed benchmark for EVs. They computed the mean value computation time of
60 simulations achieving a computation speed 50 000 times faster than real-time
with a low fidelity EV model when predicting energy consumption. The PCE
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model achieved a computation speed 400 000 times faster than real-time with
the same benchmark. The PCE model evaluations were computed with a desktop
computer that had an ®Intel ®Xeon CPU @ 3.40 GHz and 32 GB RAM.

Despite the hardware difference in the PCE benchmarking process, the PCE
model is extremely fast compared to the ECB model. The PCE model was also
significantly faster than the model of Genikomsakis & Mitrentsis [61], because
their low fidelity model evaluated the consumption at each time step of the speed
profile. The superiority of the PCE model derives from the model being fitted to
the input-output data generated by the ECB model. This means that the PCE
model only considers the input values of the ECB model and its output, then
maps them together. With a sufficient amount of training data, 1000 QMCSs
with the ECB model in our case, the PCE model achieved great accuracy. The
leave-one-out cross-validation error between the ECB and PCE consumption
predictions was less than 1%.

As all surrogate models, the PCE model is limited to resemble the ECB model
behavior only in the conditions for which it was trained. The PCE model can
only provide reliable results in the specified conditions and only for the specified
bus operating in Espoo route 11. However, the point of the proposed approach is
that SMs can be utilized for a sensitivity analysis of computationally expensive
models.

4.2.3 MLR model

An MLR model was generated based on the measurement data of six operating
BEBs in Publication III. The model was capable of predicting energy consump-
tion with 75% accuracy based on four predictors. The accuracy was measured
with the R2 metric, and the predictors were route average values. The LOOCV
error was 7.8% when comparing the MLR prediction to the measured ECR
values. Hence, the generality of the MLR model is similarly limited as the
PCE model; it can reliably predict consumption within the measured conditions.
However, the main purpose of the MLR was to be utilized for the sensitivity
analysis.

The MLR model was built using a forward stepwise process because the
VIF values of the factors indicated multicollinearity among the predictors. 30
predictors were measured, but the stepwise regression process limited them to
the four most important: ambient temperature (Ta), DCDC power (Pdc), Stops
per kilometer (Spk) and driving aggressiveness (Agg). The MLR model predicted
the ECR with the equation

˜ECR = 0.15+0.006|20−Ta|+0.1Pdc+0.07Spk+1.25Agg (4.1)

where the absolute value of the ambient temperature was taken with 20 ◦C
as a bias value because the consumption was lowest at that point, increasing
exponentially in both directions. The linearization of the ambient temperature
is one of the reasons for the mediocre accuracy of the MLR model.
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The following summarizes the lessons learned from the use of surrogate model
as a vessel to conduct sensitivity analyses. If there is no experimental control,
meaning that the conditions of experiments are not controlled and are merely
observed, then a surrogate model can be used to generate a data-driven model
to conduct GSA. This was the case when measuring the real-world operation
of BEBs in Publication III. Furthermore, although there was experimental
control while conducting QMCSs with the ECB model in Publication II, the
computation effort required for the ECB encouraged the use of an SM for the
GSA. In retrospect, the PCE and MLR models could have been fitted to micro-
trips of the simulated and measured data, instead of fitting them to the averages
of the entire driving cycles. It would have enabled the inclusion of momentary
extreme conditions, such as steep hills. In addition, a higher prediction accuracy
would have been achieved with piecewise MLRs for micro-trips. Thus, the
use of shorter time horizon in the simulation and measurement analysis is
recommended for future studies.

4.3 Uncertainty quantification

The input factor variations were first quantified to plan and execute simulation
experiments. Then, along with the quantification of energy consumption, energy
regeneration and battery resistance variations, the input factors of the measured
experiments were also quantified. The aim of this section is to answer the
following research questions:

3. What are the distributions of the uncertain factors, energy regeneration and
energy consumption? (II,III)

5. How uncertain is battery resistance during charging for reasons other than
aging? (III)

4.3.1 Simulation inputs

The inputs selected for the simulations were based on the identification of factors
in Table 4.1. For the simulations in Publication II, the input factor variation was
estimated based on literature, except for ambient temperature and headwind,
which were measured in Espoo over the years 2012-2016. Since there was a
lack of information available on the variation distributions of most of the input
factors, the bounds of the input factors were estimated, which are listed in
Table 4.2. Therefore, it was considered fair to build the PCE model and conduct
the GSA with factors that were estimated to have uniform distributions, since
only the distribution of 2 factors out of 14 could be quantified based on data
at the time. For the remaining 12 factors, the minimum and maximum values
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Table 4.2. List of the identified uncertain factors affecting the variation in the ECR of BEBs in
the simulations (Publication II).

Factor Description Range Unit

MASS Mass of the vehicle plus the payload [8500, 15000] kg

HW Headwind [-10, 10] m/s

RRC Rolling resistance coefficient [0.006, 0.02] -

Ta Ambient temperature [-30, 35] ◦C

Tb Temperature of the battery [15, 30] ◦C

SOC Battery state-of-charge at the beginning of a cycle [50, 100] %

BR Battery resistance growth due to aging [100, 200] %

BAge Battery capacity fade due to aging [0, 20] %

MR Motor resistance, tolerance bounds [50, 60] mΩ

MI Motor inductance, tolerance bounds [0.9, 1.1] mH

MF Motor magnetic flux, tolerance bounds [0.36,0.44] Wb

BC Battery transient capacitance, tolerance bounds [90, 110] %

BQ Battery capacity, tolerance bounds [90, 100] %

were estimated based on a literature review. When the bounds of Gaussian
distributions were estimated, the variation was truncated to include values that
are within 3σ variation, which considers 99.7% of the probable values.

Since the research completed in Publication II, new information on the input
factors has been acquired, which is shown in Figure 4.2. The distributions of
payload, headwind, ambient temperature, battery pack temperature, starting
SOC of each cycle, and auxiliary power have been identified by measurements.
The payload varied due to passenger variation, which was measured by Kaarle
Patomäki and Joonatan Mahnala [62,63]. They noted the number of passengers
on board in a total of 27 driving cycles. The average weight of a passenger was
estimated to be 70 kg with the total weight of current passengers being added
to the curb weight of 10500 kg. The minimum weight of the bus was estimated
to be 8500 kg in the original measurements, which is the weight of the chassis,
and the upper bound (15000 kg) was determined by maximum weight capacity
with a steel chassis bus. Thus, the extensive variation of MASS in Publication II
reflects the broader perspective of all suburban electric buses in general with
it not only being limited to the case at hand. Furthermore, a similar argument
could be stated for most of the input factor variations estimated in Publication
II.

On the other hand, the identified factor distributions are strictly related
to the route and bus at hand. Headwind and temperature data are weather
observations from the open database provided by the Finnish Meteorological
Institute (FMI) near the other terminus of the route (Tapiola). These observa-
tions were measured every 10 minutes throughout the measurement period
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Figure 4.2. 20 000 sampled points from the identified 14 input factor distributions. The his-
tograms are color coded based on the identified distribution.
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from January 2012 to December 2018 in Espoo, Finland. The headwind speed
measurements were positive scalar values, which were duplicated as negative
values to represent cases of tailwind. There are two distinctively denser areas
in the ambient temperature measurements, one around zero temperature and
the second around 15 degrees Celsius. The first one is probably due to the phase
transformation of water at zero degrees Celsius and it is the coldest temperature
in summer and the hottest in winter. Furthermore, zero degrees Celsius is the
mean temperature in the beginning and end of winter. The second denser area,
the concentration of temperature observations around 15 degrees Celsius, is the
average temperature in summer.

Battery pack temperature, SOC and auxiliary power were measured from an
electric city bus operating the Espoo 11 route from February 2016 to December
2017 as a part of Publication III. The battery pack temperature and auxiliary
power are the average values for these variables during a single driving cycle
of route 11. The starting SOC of the battery has two density peaks in the data.
These are because the bus is only charged at the other end of the route in Tapiola.
When the route was driven back from Friisilä to Tapiola, the energy for one cycle
had already been drawn from the battery.

Gaussian distribution with approximately 3σ variation of ±10% was assigned
to the tolerance noise factors (MI, MR, MF, BC and BQ). The battery aging
parameters, BR and BAge were estimated to be uniformly distributed since only
a few prototype electric buses are operating in Finland and there was no way
to estimate the aging distribution of a future fleet. No reference was found for
rolling resistance coefficient variation; thus, its variation was estimated based
on the road and weather conditions in Finland and tire quality.

4.3.2 Measured inputs

Six BEBs operating in the city of Helsinki and suburban area of Espoo were
measured for a time span of two years for Publication III. Over 14 000 round-
trips were measured, providing data on the 30 factors listed in Table 4.3, in
addition to energy consumption. Although six buses were measured, only five of
them provided consistent data of all channels at the same time for most of the
cycles. Thus, a total of 9389 cycles were included in the analysis. The relation of
these 30 factors and energy consumption is shown in Figure 4.3.

Unlike the quantifiable input factors used in the simulations, many of the
qualitative factors had to be measured with surrogate metrics. Traffic cannot be
directly measured, but an increase in stops per kilometer is due to the increase
in traffic and passenger flow. However, since only five buses were included in
the analysis and they were observed for two years, there is a chance that the
measured factor variations are underestimations.

Although most of the factors listed in Table 4.3 are common in transportation
research, driving aggressiveness is not as well known. Driving aggressiveness is
a speed dependent acceleration metric, which means that acceleration at a higher
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Table 4.3. List of the measured 30 uncertain factors in Publication III.

Factor Description Unit

t Cycle duration min

Tb Battery pack temperature ◦C

Ti Motor inverter temperature ◦C

Tm Motor temperature ◦C

Ta Ambient temperature ◦C

Tc Cabin temperature ◦C

Pac Air compressor power kW

Pdc DCDC converter power kW

Php Heat pump power kW

Pps Power steering power kW

Gra Road grade (road steepness in radians) ◦

Odo Bus odometer value km

Bh Used battery hours h

SoC Battery SOC at the beginning of a cycle %

vws Average speed of the bus including stops km/h

vmax Bus maximum speed during a cycle km/h

vns Average speed of the bus not including stops km/h

a Average acceleration during driving cycle m/s2

d Average deceleration during driving cycle m/s2

j+ Average acceleration jerk during driving cycle m/s3

j- Average deceleration jerk during driving cycle m/s3

Spk Average of stops per kilometer during driving cycle 1/km

Idle The portion of the driving cycle spent stationary %

td Epoch time stamp at the start of a driving cycle epoch

dir Direction of driving in three routes -

Agg Driving aggressiveness m/s2

Cre Creeping (less than 2 km/h speeds) km/h

Cru Cruising (over 2 km/h speeds) km/h

Reg Portion of the ECR regenerated with regenerative braking %

Bus Bus number -
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Figure 4.3. The relation of 30 factors to energy consumption, which were measured of five buses
operating in Helsinki and Espoo (Publication III).
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speed is more aggressive than at lower speeds. The driving aggressiveness is
defined by

Agg =
∫ t

0 v(t) ·a(t)dt∫ t
0 v(t)dt

(4.2)

where v is speed of the bus, t is the time in timesteps of 0.1 s and a is acceleration
[21].

The air compressor was used to operate the pneumatic doors of the bus. The
direct current to direct current (DCDC) converter power consisted of heat pump,
power steering and air compressor powers, in addition to user devices (Publica-
tion III). Since heat pump power had the highest average value and variation
of the three, it influenced the DCDC converter power the most. Purpose of the
DCDC power converter was to lower the operating voltage of the battery for the
industrial standard of 24 V.

4.3.3 Outputs

In addition to studying the input factor uncertainty, the energy demand variation
was of great interest. Other researchers have also studied the consumption
variation of electric city buses and a comparison between their results and the
results of this dissertation is shown in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.4. Lajunen et
al. [12,21,29] have simulated the electric city bus consumption on many routes
around the world. Their approximation of the range of 1σ variation of the ECR
variation fits well to the real-world ECR variation measured in Publication
III. 1σ variation is the amount of observations that are in the range of ±1
standard deviation from the mean value, which includes approximately 68% of
all values of normal distribution. However, it is important to note that the ECRs
were not normally distributed as they had mean values closer to the minimum
consumption than the maximum.

However, the total variation is much larger in Publication III, which is closer
to the total variation observed by Gao et al. [31]. The average consumption
observed by Gao et al. [31] is probably higher because they used heavier buses
than in all the other studies compared here. Kontou & Miles [24] did not report
the standard deviation of energy consumption of their real-world operation
studies in Milton Keynes, yet their total consumption variation resembles that
of the findings noted in Publication II.

When comparing the ECR variation of the simulations done in Publication
II to the real-world operation measurements of Publication III, it is noticeable
that the variation and mean consumption is significantly lower in the real-world
operation. This is due to the overestimation of ECR variation in Publication II,
because the input factors were uniformly distributed due to the lack of more
detailed data. The new data introduced in this dissertation was included to
support the analysis carried out in Publication II, which is labelled as New II.
This data includes the quantification of the distribution of input factors, the ECR,
and REG more accurately, which resemble the ones measured in Publication III.
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Table 4.4. Comparison of energy consumption per kilometer variation of BEBs in different studies
(kWh/km).

Source Mean Std Min Max

Lajunen et al. [12,21,29] 1.02 0.19 0.74 1.45

Gao et al. [31] 1.69 - 1.24 2.48

Kountou & Miles [24] 0.89 - 0.12 2.05

Vepsäläinen et al. PII 1.20 0.32 0.43 2.30

Vepsäläinen et al. PII (New II) 0.81 0.12 0.49 1.54

Vepsäläinen et al. PIII 0.77 0.17 0.35 1.66

Table 4.5. Key values of energy regeneration variation of BEBs. The percentages note the portion
of regenerated energy in respect to the total energy spent.

Source Mean Std Min Max

De Cauwer et al. [25] 15% - 0% 40%

Björnsson & Karlsson [64] 27% - 10% 51%

Solyu [65] 27% - - -

Vepsäläinen et al. PII 28% 8.7% 0% 54%

Vepsäläinen et al. PII (New II) 31% 5.1% 16% 50%

Vepsäläinen et al. PIII 29% 6.0% 9% 44%

The variation of ECR and energy regeneration in New II dataset is less than in
Publication III, as expected, since behavioral factors, such as traffic and driving
style, were not considered in the simulations.

Furthermore, the real-world bus had a diesel heater which was not measured,
in addition to the small electric heat pump, which was measured. Therefore,
the total variation of energy consumption as well as the effect of ambient tem-
perature in the measurements of Publication III is underestimated. In the
simulations, it was assumed that the HVAC system is solely powered with
electricity and a diesel heater is not installed.

Energy regeneration is noted as the percentage of the amount of all the energy
consumed on route which was regenerated in suitable braking conditions. Thus,
it includes HVAC power and other non-traction energy consumption. Energy
regeneration variation comparison between studies is shown in Table 4.5 and
Figure 4.5. In the QMCSs, the regenerative braking was not allowed when the
battery SOC was higher than 90% to avoid battery overloads. This limitation
was overly conservative, since in real-world operation, 9% was the minimum
amount of regeneration in the worst-case.

The simulated energy regeneration with the New II data well predicted real-
world variation of Publication III, considering that in New II simulations traffic
variation was not considered. Furthermore, the mean and variation values were
similar to those of Björnsson & Karlsson [64] and Soylu [65], which both studied
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Figure 4.4. Energy consumption variation of BEBs in different studies.

BEBs. De Cauwer et al. [25] observed considerably lower regeneration rates,
most likely because they studied EVs instead of BEBs, which are lighter and do
not operate on predetermined routes with assigned stops.

When comparing the ECR and energy regeneration across different studies, it
is noticeable that the vehicles used in the studies varied and they were driven on
different routes and in varying conditions. The main purpose of this comparison
was to show that the approach adopted in this dissertation is valid and the
results are within reason. The results of Publication II, New II, and Publication
III can be used especially in the design of BEBs as well as charging stations in
Nordic cities and suburbs.

In addition to ECR and regeneration variation, battery resistance variation
during charging was investigated as it would affect the energy demand of the
electric grid. Therefore, the battery resistance variation was measured during
more than 13500 charges over two years as part of Publication III. With the
average resistance value, the energy efficiency of the battery was 92.1% during
discharges. The energy efficiency standard deviation was only 0.7%, which does
not have a considerable effect on the energy demand variation of a BEB.

Furthermore, less than 2500 cycles per battery were measured in under two
years of operation. LTOs can endure even over 10 000 cycles before the resistance
has grown 20% [12], which was the reason for less than considerable battery
aging during the measurement period. The battery resistance will increase as
the battery ages, and thus potentially increasing the resistance variation [34].
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Figure 4.5. Energy regeneration variation of BEBs in various studies.

4.4 Sensitivity analysis

The main interest of sensitivity analysis was to determine which factors cause
the most variation in the energy demand, as stated in one of the research
question:

6. Which uncertain factors cause the most variation in the energy demand?
(II,III)

The primary challenge of conducting systematic simulations for SA is that some
uncertain factors are qualitative, such as traffic and driving style. On the other
hand, some factors are not commonly measured at all in BEBs, such as the
rolling resistance coefficient and headwind. The variation of the uncertain
factors is also limited to the range observed during the measurement period,
which might not be the actual range of variation. For example, the ambient
temperature varied 20% less within 2 years of measurements in the Espoo BEB
operation than in the temperature measurements during five years at the Espoo
weather station. Therefore, both simulations and measurements were carried
out, which were separately analyzed and their results were compared. Finally,
an estimation is provided of the decomposition of ECR based on simulated and
measured effects.
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4.4.1 Simulations

The Monte Carlo simulations in Publication II were performed with uniformly
distributed factors to construct a PCE model. The sensitivity analysis was
then conducted based on the coefficients of the PCE model. This approach was
adopted due to the lack of extensive data of most on the factors, except ambient
temperature and headwind. Therefore, it was considered fair that all the factors
were equally treated, which resulted in not only the SM was generated with
uniform sampling, but also the SA was conducted based on uniformly sampled
values. The input factors are listed in Table 4.2 and the resulting sensitivity
indices are portrayed in Figure 4.6.

The contribution of a factor in Figure 4.6 is split into first-order and total
effects. The contribution is the share of the energy consumption variation
explained by the variation of a factor. The first-order effect is the influence of
the factor alone, and the total effect includes the effect of factor interactions. It
is important to note that the studied factors independently affected the ECR,
since the first-order effect SIs are almost equal to the total effects.

Three factors, ambient temperature (Ta), rolling resistance coefficient (RRC),
and payload (MASS), caused 88.2% of the ECR variation. In particular, the
ambient temperature contributed to almost 60% of the entire ECR variation.
The shape of the effect of ambient temperature on the ECR resembled a parabola
slightly tilted towards lower temperatures, with the lowest value at 20 ◦C. This
was due to the HVAC power consumption increase in hotter and colder conditions
when maintaining a comfortable cabin temperature for passengers. All other
factors studied in the simulations had approximately linear impact to the ECR.

Since the research implemented in Publication II, more accurate information
was obtained of the input factors as shown previously in Figure 4.2. After this
more meticulous quantification, the sensitivity analysis was repeated using the
PCE model with the Saltelli method to compute sensitivity indices. In Figure
4.7, the four most important factors are shown, which contributed to over 98%
of the total variation. These factors are the same as the ones in the sensitivity
analysis conducted with uniformly distributed factors in Figure 4.6. However,
the significance of ambient temperature is not as dominant in this case, and the
payload contributes less than in the previous experiment. The effect of rolling
resistance coefficient variation is debatable, because its distribution is not based
on measurements, unlike the other three factors. Given the confidence of these
two sensitivity analyses (Figures 4.6 and 4.7), it is safe to say that these four
are the most important factors and that weather conditions play a major role in
energy consumption variation.

Therefore, one deduction is that there is room for improvement in bus insu-
lation; every time the doors are opened, the insulation is breached, causing an
increased need for heating or cooling. With shorter opening times for the doors
or by implementing different door systems, the HVAC power consumption could
be reduced. One solution could also be rotating doors.
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Figure 4.6. Estimated contribution of uncertain noise factors to energy consumption variance of
BEBs (Publication II). Error bars were computed using 100 bootstrap iterations.

Figure 4.7. Contribution of the four most important factors, when the input samples were drawn
from the distributions shown in Figure 4.2. The Sobol’ indices were calculated utiliz-
ing the Saltelli method. Error bars were computed using 100 bootstrap iterations.
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Figure 4.8. Comparison of uniformly (left) and KDE (right) sampled PCE model behavior in
respect to ambient temperature variation. The heat bar on the upper figures shows
the density of samples in an area, where 1 is dense and 0 is scarce.

The rolling resistance coefficient variation is caused by wear in the tires, poor
road quality, or snow on the road. Therefore, proper tire maintenance procedures
and monitoring reduces ECR variation and saves energy. However, tires used
in the studied buses had a relatively low rolling resistance, which reduces
the riding comfort of the passengers to some extent. The significance of the
contribution of headwind also suggests that the aerodynamic design of the bus
has great potential to reduce ECR variation. Furthermore, the buses in question
operated on a route with a maximum speed limit of 60 km/h. On highway routes,
the aerodynamic drag is expected to have an even more significant effect on
ECR variation. Although payload caused some of the ECR variation, the main
function of buses is to provide a mobility service for as many people as possible;
thus, no action can be adopted to lessen the effect of payload variation.

Before concluding this section, one might still question the benefit of using
uniformly distributed sampling for SM construction. To demonstrate the differ-
ence between an SM model generated with uniformly distributed inputs and the
identified distributions, two PCE models were generated with two datasets of
1000 samples. The identified Gaussian, KDE and Gamma distributions were
used for the sampling (Figure 4.2). Uniformly distributed factors were sampled
using the Sobol’ sequence in order to ensure an adequate surrogate PCE model
fit, ensuring its resemblance to the ECB model behavior. In Figure 4.8, the left
side figures represent a PCE model with uniformly sampled values of ambient
temperature, and the right with samples from the KDE distribution.

The scatter plot on the upper left in Figure 4.8 is the relation between the
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model ECR and the ambient temperature input when uniformly distributed.
This relation has been observed before by Yuksel & Michalec [66] and Liu et
al. [67] for EVs and Lajunen & Tammi [29] for BEBs. Therefore, the PCE
model should capture this behavior. However, the scatter plot in the upper right
corner displays the relationship between ECR and ambient temperature when
the samples were drawn from the identified distribution of temperature shown
in the lower right. The density of points suggests that fitting a model to this
data would almost result in a horizontal line, which would indicate that the
ambient temperature variation would not affect ECR variation. Thus, for the
surrogate model generation in the given BEB case, it was important to generate
the surrogate model with a low-discrepancy sampled set of inputs. This same
effect has been noted by Fajraoui et al. [43], who stated that a small number of
sampled points from the actual distributions can cause clustering.

4.4.2 Measurements

The quantified input factors were listed previously in Table 4.3 and their rela-
tionship with energy consumption is displayed in Figure 4.3. These input factors
were multicollinear, which was detected with VIF values exceeding 5. Multi-
collinearity prevented the generation of a reliable MLR model while including
all of the factors. The easiest way to still fit an MLR model to the data is to
eliminate the least significant factors until multicollinearity is not an issue [39].
The following eight factors displayed in Figure 4.9 had the highest correlations
with ECR. The distributions were truncated based on the possible values the
factor was capable of admitting. For example, |20−Ta| could not exhibit negative
values.

However, these factors exhibited collinearity, which was evident due to some
of the correlation coefficients being higher than 0.4 between factors, which is
the reason for a stepwise MLR being implemented for final factor elimination.
Based on the correlation coefficient of a factor and the output, one factor at a
time was added to the model. The four factors that improved the MLR prediction
by a more than 2% increase in R2 when added to the model were DCDC power
(Pdc), stops per kilometer (Spk), ambient temperature (|20-Ta|), and driving
aggressiveness (Agg). The SA results of the final MLR is displayed in Figure
4.10.

These factors explain approximately 75 % of ECR variation, measured with
an R2 value. However, the total SIs are mainly driven by the correlated effects,
rather than the uncorrelated effects. To further study the correlations between
the factors, mainly which factors are interacting together, the estimation of
second-order effects was carried out. The estimations are based on the squared
values of the correlation matrix of the input factors. The estimated second-order
effects are displayed in Figure 4.11. Furthermore, the normalized second-order
effects are displayed in Figure 4.12, in which the sum of second-order effects of a
factor is normalized to be equal to the correlated sensitivity index of that factor
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Figure 4.9. Distribution of eight input factors that had the highest correlations with the ECR in
Publication III.

Figure 4.10. Sobol’ sensitivity indices of ECR, based on data-driven MLR generated from the
measurements of Publication III. The errors were calculated with 100 bootstrap
iterations.
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Figure 4.11. Estimated second-order effects of the four most crucial factors affecting ECR varia-
tion.

in Figure 4.10.
By examining the second-order effects, it can be deduced that DCDC power

was influenced by ambient temperature, and that increased stops lead to an
increase in driving aggressiveness. These relations have their basis in physics,
since the DCDC power was driven mostly by the heat pump power and more
stops require more accelerations. Henceforth, these factors were interpreted
to have dependent and causal relationships. Based on these dependencies, the
factors were grouped into environment (Pdc and Ta) and route factors (Agg and
Spk). The grouped MLR resulted in an R2 value of 0.73 and the uncorrelated
contributions of these groups and their interactions are shown in Figure 4.13.

4.4.3 Combined

The sensitivity indices of simulations and measurements cannot be compared,
since the SIs depend on the correlations in the measurements. Nevertheless, an
estimated decomposition of the environment and route portions in Figure 4.13
was undertaken based on the relative importance of factors. Since there was
no route related variation in the simulations, meaning all the input variation
was environment group related, the results of the simulations were used to
estimate decomposition of the environment group. This decomposition is only
an estimation and is not directly inline with the ANOVA decomposition, because
only the relative importance of the uncorrelated first-order effects of factors were
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Figure 4.12. Normalized second-order effects of the four most crucial factors affecting ECR
variation.

Figure 4.13. Sensitivity analysis of the grouped MLR with environment and route factors (Publi-
cation III).
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Figure 4.14. Estimated decomposition of energy consumption variance of BEBs, according to
noise factors and their categories in the Helsinki metropolitan area.

used, and not the sensitivity indices as such.
The decomposition of route group is challenging due to the correlations. Spk

had a higher uncorrelated effect on the ECR than Agg in the SA of Figure
4.10. Despite this, both factors are surrogate metrics which represent driving
style, traffic and people flow of bus passengers. Therefore, only the relative
importance of these surrogate metrics were used, and the entire route group’s
effect is caused by the combination of driving style, traffic, and people flow.

The estimated ECR variation decomposition in Figure 4.14 is in line with
previous studies. In his Master’s thesis, Ritari noted that the effect of traffic
on ECR variation was only one fourth of the effect of ambient temperature [68].
Ritari measured traffic as a metric of the number of cars which pass a certain
point of road per hour, while in this research, driving aggressiveness and stops
per kilometer were used as surrogate metrics.

The information of the distribution of uncertainty in Figure 4.14 can be utilized
for bus design, investment planning, and scheduling. When designing a BEB,
the environment and geographical location of its operation should be taken into
consideration, especially in battery sizing. The battery needs to be sufficiently
large for all worst-case charging and discharging conditions, yet oversizing
should be avoided to reduce investment costs. However, bus manufacturers wish
to produce standardized buses, to reduce the costs and increase the speed of
manufacturing. One way to tackle this contradiction is to use modular batteries
which can be dimensioned based on the operation conditions, as suggested by
Sinhuber et al. [69].
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Furthermore, the significant impact of ambient temperature variation dictates
that the insulation of the bus should be enhanced, in addition to the development
of door design and the heating and cooling source. Energy efficient heating of
an electric bus is a greater challenge than that of traditional buses, due to
there being no waste heat from an ICE. Traditional buses have also used diesel
heaters, which produce additional GHGs. New technologies, such as integrated
AC and heat pump systems, have been shown to reduce energy consumption of
BEBs [70,71]. In addition, using these integrated systems eliminates the need
for any energy sources other than electricity.

In addition, the uncertainty factor information can be used to aid in decision-
making while making investments. Investing in road and tire maintenance
has more potential to reduce energy consumption than investing in educating
drivers to drive economically, and it is almost as important as efficient HVAC
control and design. However, further financial calculations need to be carried
out regarding the cost of impacting driving style, HVAC consumption and rolling
resistance related losses.

Based on route, temperature, weekday, season, and time of day, the consump-
tion caused by HVAC power, RRC, traffic, and people flow can be estimated,
which can be used for adaptive scheduling. Adaptive scheduling is the adjust-
ment of the charging schedule to the variation of energy demand from the
electric grid. For example, when low energy consumption is anticipated, reduced
charging power can be used for all buses, to reduce the aging of the batteries. In
worst-case conditions, more power is allocated to the buses which have a crucial
need for it. A well-planned charging schedule also alleviates the electric grid
load by avoiding sudden power peaks.
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Electric vehicles are more energy efficient than traditional fossil fuel powered
vehicles and produce zero local emissions. However, despite their potential of
providing a sustainable mode of transportation, they introduce other challenges
such as range anxiety and high investment costs. Although large energy storage
allows for longer operation time and range, the investment cost is considerably
higher and the weight of the vehicle increases, which in turn increases energy
consumption. This trade-off has encouraged the study of the variation in energy
consumption in order to ensure an adequate design of electric city bus batteries
and charging stations.

As presented in the literature review, the energy consumption of electric
city buses has been extensively studied. The charging should be done at a
route terminus and the charging time should be between 5-10 min to balance
the costs and longevity of the bus fleet. To minimize TCO, the buses should
be charged at route termini and the batteries should be long-lasting, such as
LTO batteries. Furthermore, lightweight bus design and a calm driving style
consume considerably less energy, motivating the use of aluminum chassis and
the development of autonomous driving. Previously, the variation in input
factors has also been noted to impact the energy consumption, such as the
ever-changing nature of traffic, which also affects driving style. However, across-
the-board research of all uncertain factors and their relative importance has not
been reported in the literature.

An uncertainty quantification process of energy consumption was carried out,
utilizing both simulations and measurements. Identified noise factors were
divided into quantitative and qualitative factors. The quantitative factors were
further categorized into extensive and tolerance noise factors, according to their
effect. As expected, the minor variance of the tolerance noise factors had an in-
significant effect on the energy consumption, while the greatly varying extensive
noise factors caused most of the energy consumption variation. Measurements of
real-world operating city buses were used to estimate the effect of qualitative fac-
tors with surrogate metrics; for example, traffic is a qualitative factor estimated
based on stops per kilometer and driving aggressiveness. Quasi-Monte Carlo
simulations provided information on the effects of the quantitative factors which
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were arduous to measure in operation, such as the rolling resistance coefficient.
Different surrogate models were fitted to the measured and simulated data.

In the measurements, the noise factors correlated with one another and there
was a lack of experimental control. Hence, multiple linear regression model was
fitted to the measurement data to perform a sensitivity analysis. Although there
was experimental control in the simulations and the factors were independent,
the simulation model was too computationally expensive to thoroughly study
the 14 dimensional input space. Therefore, a polynomial chaos expansion model
was fitted to the simulation data.

A sensitivity analysis of the generated surrogate models was based on the
Saltelli method which utilized the PCE model for simulation data and ANCOVA
decomposition that required an MLR model, which was used to analyze the
measured data. Ambient temperature and rolling resistance variation were
identified as the important environmental factors, which together caused one
fourth of the energy consumption variation. Approximately the same impact was
contributed by the variation in stops and driving aggressiveness, which were
the most important route dependent factors. Other effects had minimal impact,
such as tolerance noise factors and battery resistance variation. However, aging
of the battery due to elevated temperatures, cycling, and calendar aging will
irreversibly increase the resistance of the battery over time and, consequentially,
the energy consumption. Furthermore, the variation of uncertain factors in this
study was linked to the geological location and bus type.

Driving cycle average values of factors were considered, whereas in hindsight,
studying micro trips could have provided more insight to the input-output
relationship. Piece-wise linear regression models possess the potential to capture
more information from the data; however, some factors, such as overall round-
trip times, would not have been considered. The generated surrogate models can
be used to estimate energy consumption based on route, temperature, weekday,
season and the time of day. Such estimations can be utilized for adaptive
scheduling of charging events in uncertain conditions and power allocation at
charging stations.

The battery of the bus also needs to be sufficiently large for all worst-case
charging and discharging conditions; however, over-sizing increases investment
costs. Nevertheless, over-sizing could be avoided by utilizing the battery beyond
the typical 20% state-of-charge in worst-case scenarios, which has already been
studied in the case of electric passenger vehicles. In addition, the efficient heat-
ing and cooling of the bus possesses the potential to reduce energy consumption
variation. Since there is less waste heat generated by the electric powertrain
than a diesel motor, a considerably higher amount of energy has to be sacrificed
to heating. The effect of ambient temperature variation could be reduced by
improved insulation, alternative door designs, and using a heat pump instead of
a diesel heater.

In future work, a bus fleet operating in the Helsinki metropolitan area could
be simulated instead of just one bus, while simultaneously considering the
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energy consumption variation and its sources. The comparison of diesel and
battery electric bus fleets would reveal the environmental and financial benefit of
switching to an electric powertrain. The simulations could be used to optimally
size and position bus charging stations, including a further consideration of
the possibility of electric passenger vehicle charging. Such optimally designed
networks are required to aid the transition to financially feasible and sustainable
electric public transportation.
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Errata

Publication II

The difference between local and global sensitivity analysis approaches has
been erroneously introduced. Thus, the beginning of section 2.2 should be
changed to the following: “In local sensitivity analysis (LSA) small perturba-
tions are introduced around the reference value of a factor, commonly with
straightforward methods such as one factor at a time (OFAT), where one factor
value is changed while others remain fixed to their reference value. LSA is
computationally efficient and easy to implement. The main drawback of LSA
is that non-linear models will have sensitivities that depend on the reference
value. The second drawback of using a LSA approach is that factor interactions
are not considered. Although global sensitivity analysis (GSA) requires signif-
icantly more computing power compared to LSA, implementing GSA gives the
benefit of the doubt that all the effects are accounted for, even the ones that are
unexpected by the experiment designer.”

In the same section, the statement ". . . simulation data is used for the sur-
rogate modeling instead of analytical representation, which would be unneces-
sarily complex.“ Should be only ". . . simulation data is used for the surrogate
modeling.“, since some models cannot be expressed with an analytical expres-
sion.

In addition, the Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) should not be described
as an extensions multiple linear regression, but rather as the following: “PCE
is a spectral projection surrogate modeling technique, which can be imple-
mented in a non-intrusive manner. Non-intrusive surrogate models consider
the original model as a “black box”, which means that only the input and out-
put values are known. The PCE of that model is presented as,

Y ≈ f̃ PCE(X )=
∑
α∈A

γαΨα(X ) (5.1)

where ψα(X ) are multivariate polynomials that are orthogonal in respect to
one another, which have the corresponding coefficients γα. α is a multi-index,
whose size is determined by the number of inputs k and maximum univariate
polynomial degree of less than equal to p, which together determine the sub-
set A. The truncation of the otherwise infinite degree of polynomials is the
“standard truncation scheme”, when the maximum polynomial degree p is set
by the modeler. The multi-indices indicate the polynomial degree of the uni-
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Errata

variate polynomials that construct the multivariate polynomials Ψα(X ). The
maximum polynomial degree p was set to 10.”

Unlike stated in the article, the least angle regression method does not limit
the degree of the PCE, but it is used to decrease the size and complexity of
the PCE model by only retaining the meaningful terms, to form a sparse PCE.
The sparse PCE is generated based on the comparison of cross-validation error
estimations of the PCE model while increasing the number of terms included
in the model.

On page 435, the statement “In Fig. 3, the leave-one-out is shown as a func-
tion of PCE models of increasing degree.”, should be “. . . as a function of LAR
iterations”.

In Fig. 5 caption, the results of the PCE model evaluations claim to be more
consistent. However, the PCE model simply had more evaluations resulting in
a smoother distribution.

The error bars in Fig. 6 are presented on the sensitivity indices, yet the way
they are computed is missing from the article. Thus, the following should be
added to page 435, at the end of section 2.3. “The accuracy of the sensitivity in-
dices is measured with bootstrapping. Bootstrapping is similarly a re-sampling
method such as cross-validation, with the exception that the bootstrap is gen-
erated from the original dataset with replacement. This means that the size
of the dataset remains the same for the bootstrap model, but some samples
occur twice or more while others are omitted. The error bars of the sensitivity
indices presented here are within 90% confidence interval of 100 bootstrapping
iterations.”

Publication III

Equation (20) has a formatting error. The second-order effects computation
should be explained more clearly, such as in section “3.4.6 Estimation of second-
order effects” of this dissertation.

Moreover, the second-order effects are normalized erroneously and should be
recalculated. Figure 17 b) in Publication III should be the same as Figure 4.12.
The higher order effects also do not need to be assumed to be dominated by
second-order effects as stated in the article.
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